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In the proposed dynamic structure cellular automata & 

agent (DSCA2) modeling approach, the spatial environment is 
modeled as a cellular space model composed of multiple 
cells. Each cell corresponds to a sub-area of the environment 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
ELLULAR automata and agent-based modelin
major paradigms to model and simulate 
dynamical systems. The cellular automata 

includes a grid of cells where each cell’s state can
be affected by its neighboring cells’ states. I
spatiotemporal interactions and behaviors of a
Examples of cellular automata modeling and si
include urban environment, forest fire spreading
spreading, e

ulation 
, disease 
 group of 
ach agent 
n rules, 
together. 

n include 
s, traffic 

e cellular 

tc. The agent-based modeling includes
agents that interact each other in an environment. E
has relatively simple behaviors and interacti
exhibiting emergent behaviors when interacting
Examples of agent-based modeling and simulatio
many fields: Social systems, software system
simulation, etc. 

This paper concerns a modeling approach whe
automata models work together with agent-based m
act as a spatial (physical) environment in which 
situated. In this context, we are particularly interes
these models can also support dynamic structure mo

els and 
gents are 

ed in how 
deling for 
e systems 

es are 
vior, etc. 

ng power 
stem in a 

namically added and deleted changing their beh
Dynamic structure modeling increases the model
for those complex systems. It allows modeling a s
more faithful manner and opens new research perspectives 
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is paper. 
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r connections in a 
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ucture themselves or 
o be specified by the 
for these dynamic 

t modeling. While 
agent, most do not 

account for structural changes during the simulation. In this 
ecification on the Discrete Event 

anized as follows. 
ased approaches for 
 specification of a 
s. Based on these 

discussions, Section IV provides a formal specification of 
DSCA2. Section V presents related works and perspectives.  

II.   CELLULAR SYSTEMS 
Figure 1 presents a typical component-based cellular 

system. To describe the latter different modularity and 
specification levels can be used. Couplings between cells 
include internal couplings [neighborhoods (von Newman, 
etc.)] and external input/output couplings (cell external 

and has its own states. An example is
simulation where streets are modeled 
pedestrian are modeled by agents. In a m
cell may also have its own dynamical be
in a forest firefighting simulation, fore
model the behavior of fire spread and
model the behavior of firefighters. The in
agent and the cells (its environment) 
couplings between the agents and cells. D
these models include structure changes of
adding/deleting cells, as well as structur
models such as adding/removing agents
change of the connections between ag
example, when an agent moves spatially 
(the cellular space), couplings betwee
corresponding cells are dynamically chan
approach separates modeling concern
environment (the cellular space). The
capability can greatly enhance its m
supporting adding/deleting cells or 
couplings. Furthermore, using such 
component modularity thus enhancing m
name this new modeling paradigm 
Cellular Automata & Agents (DSCA²) in th

To leverage the power of DSCA² d
important to treat both models and thei
formal and structural manner. In this p
generic architecture to preserve modulari
while letting them free to modify their str
to be modified during the simulation or t
modeler. We provide a specification 
structure cellular automata (CA) and agen
many specifications exist for CA and 

paper, we base our sp
System Specification (DEVS) formalism.  

The remainder of the paper is org
Section II describes usual component-b
CA modeling. Section III discusses the
single agent and multiple agent system
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influences). Case (1) on figure corresponds to a no
case, case (2) to a modular one. When using po
modularity choices can be achieved too. When
discrete-event description of systems, transition fun
cells are decomposed in many sub-transitions, 
activated according to the port name or the e
received as input. Ports can be highly modular,
single port name corresponds a single event kind. O
ports can be aggregated, i.e., to a single port name c
many event kinds. Let us take an example to ex
notion: The use of ports to account for wind influ
fire spread system. The first solution will consist 
two ports named “WindDirection” and “WindStren
first port can only carry values of wind direction
second port can only carry values of wind streng
second solution, we can consider a single po
“Wind”, in which distinct values of directions an
can be carried. In the first solution, a test on the 
will lead to the activation of the corresponding sub-
function. In the second solution, a test on the even
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lead to the activation of the corresponding sub-
function. Notice th  both approaches can be mixe
system modularity), i.e uld have port
“Wind” and po amed “Water.” Hence, both test
names and then e t values will have to be achieve
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2. Usual multi-components in which exter
ports can directly influence state transitions of cells 
[1]; 

3. Highly modular cellular systems consisting of a 
coupled model in which cells consist of atomic 
models fully autonomous and modular [2]. 

Beyond this modularity classification, higher 
specifications can be built on usual modular descriptions [3] 
or on a non-modular specification [4]. 

Notice that a cellular model could even be a multi-agent 

agents as mobile 
xt sub-section we 
 integrate previous 

modularity and dynamic structure changes during the 
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According to us, model-making is what makes an agent 
intelligent. 

Hence, interactions can be simulated through physical or 
mental sensors (for vision, communication and/or property 
sensations). Sensors are controlled by an agent to collect data 
from the environment. Sensors and actuators (for motion, 
communication and/or property actions) are controlled by the 
agent according to a state value to reach (continuous or 
discrete). Perception consists of information construction 
based on the interpretation of states from sensors and 

-modular 
rts, many 
 using a 
ctions of 

single atomic model, fully autonomous and

system. However, we consider here 
independent components. In the ne
investigate a new research direction to

one simulation. 
ent kind 
i.e., to a 
therwise, 

orrespond 
plain this 
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A.   A Single Agent 
What is an artificial agent? In (distribu

intelligence, machine learning, econom
theory, and mind architecture, etc., pletho
b

transition 
value will 
transition 
d (as for 
s named 
s on port 

d. 

ehaviors of computer systems are built 
behaviors and structures of animals or 
what is an “intelligent behavior”? Is it p
adaptation? The notion is very bro
interpretation. 

We propose here an open math
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achieve simulation. Using these structures, a m
able to build component blocks constituti
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identify entities of an intelligent agen
simulation. 

When we speak about agents, we ne
agent interacting with an environment. T
be social and/or physical. In the latter
dynamics of a phenomenon, and/or simpl
physical space (physical objects and pheno

To draw frontiers to agents, we can c
between the agent and its environme

      

Fig.  1.  A Usual component-based cellular system 
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actuators (physical or mental) through the mind. In
memory, an agent is able to construct models of its
the environment. As depicted in [6], current and 
memories can be used to retrieve models and da

 mind, by 
elf and of 
long term 
ta. Using 
can learn 

an agent. 
memory, 
itself and 
ironment 
model of 
 o

as a list of influenced non-modular components
modular specification, each cell consists of a
component (coupled or atomic) interacting w
through ports. When the agent moves, to interact 
two specifications can be achieved. First, a third o
component (let us say a “space manager” [5]) ha
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perception and action through memory, an agent 
and plan model constructions.  

Sensors and actuators constitute the body of 
Components of the mind are constituted of 
planning, learning, perception, model of the agent
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track of agent positions and deal with agent-cell 
communications. Second, every single moving agent has to 
be connected to all cells or every cell they will move on. 

A more intuitive and modularity preservation approach 
can be achieved through a dynamic structure specification. 
Specifically, when an agent moves from a current position to 
a new position, couplings between the agent and its current 
local cells should be dynamically removed and new couplings 
to the new local cells should be dynamically added. To 
support dynamic structure, a structure manager model 

(physical and/or social). As an a
itself (body and/or mind), it can contain a mode
agents, or a model of model (…) of other agents.  

B.   Multi-agent systems and environment 
Usually, an agent is an active entity that can 

environment (the cells) and carry out actions to 
environment (changing the states of the correspond
Examples of agents’ actions are movement in a 
crowd simulation and both movement and fire su
actions in the firefighting simulation. To support in
between an agent and its environment, the agent n
coupled to the cells in the CA model. Two types o
configurations exist. The first configuration is fro
model to the agent model. This allows agents
properties of the cells (corresponding to the sensory

f other 

se the 
affect the 
ing cells). 
edestrian 
ppression 
teraction

s to be 
 coupling 
 the CA 
to sense 
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the agent 
nge cells 
n of the 
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ibed after 
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mponent 
mbedded 
 Using a 
 modular 
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ith cells, 
mniscient 
s to keep 

of the agent). The second configuration is from 
model to the CA model. This allows agents to ch
properties (corresponding to the actuation functi
agent). How a cell changes its states based on input
agent can be specified using the specification desc
(section IV).   

Typically, an agent can only sense and affec
environment. Thus an agent should be coupled 
group of local cells based on the agent location. Th
out an interesting issue when the agent changes its
i.e., moving from one place to another. When
moves, couplings between the agent and its local c
be changed dynamically. Specifying such behavio
on the modularity of the system. Using a multico
specification [1], cells influenced by agents can be 

χ  (cf. Figure 2) can be used. When
location, this model is responsible for c
couplings between the agent and its env
Note that this dynamical change of coupl
decision making of the agent, nor part of
environment. (Although one can argue t
both the agent and the environment beca
range of local cells is actually 
sensor/actuator capability of the agent an
of the environment). In this paper, we t
com

 an agent changes its 
hanging dynamically 
ironment (the cells). 
ing is not part of the 
 the dynamics of the 
hat it is related to 

use, for example, the 
governed by the 
d the physical laws 

reat it as a separated 
ponent (and a general component in the specification) for 

, i.e., the structure 
mic structure aspect 

r is to embed the 
ve general structure 

eting components, 

ts, this paper pays 
 communications. 

om other agents are 
ory inputs from the 
ws other agents and 
 its environmental 

f DSCA2 discussed 
g example originally 
ent model is used to 
A model is used to 
 move in the cellular 
movement, an agent 
constantly sends its 
enever the structure 
ns the agent’s (new) 
 the agent locates. If 
anager will remove 

 old cell and add the 
 cell. After the agent 

the cell’s 
out fire suppression 
to the cell) based on 
examples rules are 

d, the cell’s state is 
the cell will send a 
a decision where to 

he agent can be 
specified as having one sensor that allows the agent to know 
the state of the environment (the cell) and two actuators: one 
for the movement (moving from one cell to another after the 
current cell is suppressed), and one for the fire suppression 
(send a fire suppression message to the cell). The mind of the 
agent makes decisions about carrying out fire suppression 
(connected to the fire suppression actuator), or moving to a 
new cell (connected to the motion actuator). This decision 
making is based on the sensory inputs (messages from the cell 
about the cell’s state). 

the purpose of separation of concerns
manager is only responsible for the dyna
of the system. 

The goal of the structure manage
definition of agents and cells, to recei
changes (changes of behavior, adding/del
etc.) order and execute these orders. 

Note that for the case of multiple agen
less attention to the social network of agent
In our specification, communications fr
treated in the same way as getting sens
environment. In this sense, an agent vie
the physical environment together as
context.  

Let us illustrate the major concepts o
above through a simple forest firefightin
developed in [7] . In this example, the ag
model firefighting resources and the C
model fire spread behavior. An agent can
space with a certain speed. During the 
keeps track of its own position and 
position to the structure manager. Wh
manager receives a message that contai
positions (x, y), it will find the cell where
the cell ID has changed, the coupling m
the couplings between the agent and the
couplings between the agent and the new
moves to a new cell and receives a message about 
state, it will make a decision to carry 
actions (send a fire suppression message 
certain wildfire suppression rules (some 
given in [7]). After the fire is suppresse
changed to “suppressed”. Meanwhile, 
message to the agent, who then makes 
move to continue suppressing the fire. Thus t
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C.   Specification levels inside agents 
Structure of agents is very variable. Our scope here is to 

be specific enough to guide the modeler in his design phase 
and large enough to let him free. One generic structure 
everyone agrees is the mind/body decoupling. The body is 
responsible for interactions with the environment through 
sensors and actuators. Then, the mind is responsible for 
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 receive events. However, sensors could only receive and 
transmit inputs as passive components.  Figure 3 describes 
such decomposition. A single example of sensor remains in a 
“waiting” phase as long as it does not receive an external 
event from a cell or the mind. In the same way, an actuator 
will be activated when it receives a command order from the 
mind to set a property of a cell. In mind, the “get_prop[erty]” 
phase can be activated either by an external event or a 
internal decision event. Setting properties depends on an 
internal decision.  

 

For a more complex agent, the latter can be de
as a network (dynamic structure or not) of sub-co
However, regarding the closure under coupling of 
precise network specifications can be expressed 
equivalent to) a single atomic specification (more 
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making interpretation and then decision
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V.   RELATED WORKS & PERSPECTIVES 
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